Utah's Online Library

**Skills Category**  Using electronic resources for research

**Grade Level**  5th Grade

**Time Required**  10-15 minutes

**Objectives**
The purpose of this lesson is to introduce students to selected resources on the Utah's Online Library page.

- CultureGrams
- Gale Kids Infobits
- Grade K-6

**Materials Needed**
- Handouts
- Laptop, Projector, and Screen
- 5th Grade Utah's Online Library Presentation

**Preparation**
- Prepare screen, laptop, and projector for presentation.
- Copy Handout for each student.
- Contact teachers to find a topic relevant to each class.
- Preview and become familiar with presentation.

**Procedure**
- Show Utah's Online Library presentation using the dialogue shown.

  Give each student a handout showing how to access Utah's Online Library at home.

  Follow-up with teacher-directed student research projects in the computer lab.